Fall 2004

It had been a rough summer and for that matter a difficult and trying year, but I was still optimistic that things would take a turn for the better before 2004 had ended. I had been undergoing treatment for almost 3 years now and it was hard to believe that I was still struggling not just to get through the day, but just to get off the couch… My knees hurt when I walked, my back hurt when I stood and I felt so exhausted that most of the time I didn't even feel like picking up the phone to touch base with my friends and family. How peculiar it seemed that even simple tasks often turned into an ordeal. I had to make my showers very quick because my back would start cramping within a couple of minutes of standing. At the grocery store, I had to lean on the basket…trying not to let the cashier see that I was really having a hard time. My doctor even authorized a disabled tag for my van and I had to admit that at least for now I really needed it.

For the rest of August, my entire focus continued to be trying to find out why I was so exhausted and feeling so sick. Since heart disease was common in my family my doctor sent me to a cardiologist. But after looking at the ultrasound, she told me that I still had the heart of an athlete. I was then checked for kidney disease, diabetes, liver function and pretty much everything else under the sun. I had been using the new auto-adjusting CPAP machine for a couple of weeks now and I certainly seemed to be sleeping much better. Nonetheless, my days continued to be dominated by fatigue.

I started September with what I thought was just a cold, but it turned out to be a lung infection. My endocrinologist discouraged me from taking extra cortisol medication (Cortef) to fight the infection because she was concerned I might be “overmedicated”. But at the end of September, I wasn’t any better. So much for my doctor’s advice - I immediately doubled my dose of Cortef. Puffy cheeks beat the heck out of struggling to breathe…  

I was known as a patient person who always seemed to have a cheerful outlook, no matter what adversity I was facing. But by the first week of October, I guess I had simply had it. For years, I told my friends that I believed there was a purpose for all of the pain. That somehow, someday, I would see that it was all part of a bigger plan for my life.  Although I was still grateful for the blessings in my life, I couldn't deny that I felt a great deal of anger right now. Ever since I was a child, I had always turned to my faith in God to help me get through adversity. But it began to seem that my prayers weren’t making any difference…that no one was listening…and that no one cared…

By the end of October, I had finally recovered from the relentless respiratory infection - the extra Cortef had done the trick. To my surprise, not only my lungs were feeling better, but the rest of my body as well. It didn’t make sense, but I was definitely feeling the best I had felt all year. How confusing! I had no more of an idea of why I was doing so much better than I did about why I had been so sick to begin with. By the first week of November, I had improved enough to begin thinking about getting back on the bike. It was obvious that I was much too heavy to ride my lightweight road bike, but I was determined… Off to the bike shop I went… The bike shop manager introduced himself and proceeded to show me a ‘hybrid’ - basically a comfort-oriented road bike that could handle big old boys like me! When I took a test ride, I fell in love with the bike. Driving home with my new beauty in the back of my van, I realized my spark had returned. “Man Jim! You bought a great bike! Maybe just maybe buddy, this is the beginning of your big comeback…”

I’m sure I looked a bit silly as I went on my first ride around the neighborhood. My much-too-small jersey couldn’t cover my huge stomach and I could understand if someone might have wondered “What in the world is the fat middle-aged guy doing on a bike?!” But it didn’t matter what anyone thought - I was back on the bike. Through all these years, no matter what adversity I was facing, when I was on my bike, everything seemed alright… That night, sitting on the couch, I gazed at my shiny new bicycle. I felt that magic from so many years ago…as if it was Christmas morning and I had just opened that present I’d been dreaming of all year. That bike and that first ride did something for me that no doctor or miracle treatment could do - it made me feel like a kid again. And just like a kid, I was too wound-up to go to bed any time soon… But I wasn’t just excited about my new bike - and more importantly being able to ride it - but other areas of my life were finally turning around as well. I had just received a letter informing me that the California State Insurance Board ruled in my favor on my long-term disability claim - that I was indeed covered under the LTD insurance of my former employer. Not only would I finally start receiving a monthly income again, but I would soon get a lump sum covering the 2 years since I lost my job! And my Social Security Disability had also just been approved! Finally, I could start catching up on my bills and for now not worry about finances…

I finally calmed down enough to call it a night and get some sleep. My 50th birthday was still a couple of weeks away, but I’d already received the best present I could have hoped for: getting my dreams back. Of course, I couldn’t be certain that I wouldn’t have my big plans yet again derailed by illness. But I also couldn’t help but believe that maybe after all these years, someone up there is still watching over me and that my prayers are indeed being heard…every single one of them…

